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Greenfix Recultex
Soil Retention Fence

Recultex provides a natural solution to prevent slippage of topsoil whether on steep slopes or where the rock or subsoil to
soil interface has poor frictional qualities. Manufactured from 100% spun coir fibres (with an anti-fungal treatment), Recultex
will provide protection whilst the root matrix develops to bind the soil and give long-term stability. Use in conjunction with
Mulchmat or Covamat for maximum protection. The edges of the fence material are protected from fraying by additional
Leno Selvedges. Selvedges provide strength to fabric for its safe handling. The Leno method adds gauze to further
strengthen the edges
Fibre
Roll Width
Roll Length
Weight
Tear Strength

100% spun coir fibre as 2-ply twisted yarn in warp and weft. Selvedges from Sisal Fibre
100, 150 or 200mm
50m
0.9kg per m2
Dry 6020 N Wet 5070 N

Product Installation:
Make safety fence using 400mm – 600mm steel pins and rolls of slope stabilisation fence.
Position steel pins according to height of fence at intervals, ensuring that the pins are plumb and stable.
Place the slope stabilisation fence on the hill side of the pin and fix the upper and lower edge of the material to the pins
with tying wire.
Place the safety fence in horizontal rows or diamond form on the rough slope with or without integrating it into the
subsoil.
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The specification presented above is to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate. Greenfix Soil Stabilisation and Erosion Control Limited (GSSEC) reserve the right to change any specification
without prior notice. GSSEC cannot guarantee or offer warranty on products, unless agreed to in writing for specific conditions or for performance as the manner of handling, use and installation are
beyond our control. We will not be liable for damages or losses, direct or indirect, of our GSSEC Range of Products due to the above reasons. All comparative data was correct at time of print. E&OE.

